Scanning of objects to produce 3D models is becoming more commonplace as the required hardware is becoming less expensive and more widely attainable. The process involves obtaining scans of multiple views so as to create a complete 3D model. This is typically a user-driven process, and an analysis of the difficulty of this task, use of automation, visualization methods, and their effect on the final result has not yet been thoroughly investigated. In this paper we report on a user study related to 3D scanning in which the user is asked to use a simulated, somewhat simplified 3D scanner with a simple user interface. Our investigation focuses on scanning the complete surface of an object with decent sampling density, but does not take all sampling issues, such as reflections, into account. We evaluate different visualization methods, which aim to help the user complete or improve scans, and compare the results obtained by participants to those obtained using an automated approach. The results show that users can easily obtain complete scans or improve existing scans using this simple interface, and that different visualization methods are more or less equally effective; moreover, user performance is on par with automated scanning methods.
such a scenario, in which the user task becomes to plan new views to be scanned in order to further complete or improve the scanned model. We envision that this can be done completely through a graphical user interface. The user changes the view within the interface, and initiates the acquisition of new scans from multiple views in order to completely scan the object. This paper focuses only on scanning each part of the object at least once, i.e., sampling each surface with adequate density, but ignores other issues such as unreliable data due to oblique scan angles or reflections.
While the technical aspects of 3D scanning are fairly well understood, such a user interface has not yet been investigated in a controlled study. It is thus still unclear how difficult or easy this task is, in particular with respect to obtaining a complete and accurate 3D model. This paper explores the task of scanning as both a user-driven process and also an automated process. To facilitate evaluation, we use a simulated scanning process, in which a single scan can be performed much faster than with typical real scanners. Alignment and measurement errors are also avoided, and the scanned model can be compared to the virtual model being scanned to measure performance. This enables us to analyze the effect of different visualization methods on the task of obtaining a complete and accurate 3D model, and also to compare user-driven process with an automated scanning procedure.
Related Work
Methods for scanning objects are well documented in the literature [9] . Furthermore, automated methods for scanning have also been proposed: two main approaches are to either exhaustively scan all views, or to automatically compute good new views. In the first approach, an exhaustive scan is attempted by moving the object, for example using a robotic platform. The exhaustiveness of the search depends strongly on the number of degrees of freedom allowed. For example, most platforms simply rotate about a single axis, which is not sufficient for most objects. This exhaustive approach can be unnecessarily slow, and may produce redundant data.
Another approach for automated scanning is to compute what the next view should be in order to minimize redundancy, or so as to uncover as much of the un-scanned object as possible. This problem has been referred to as the next best view problem [10] [11] . Such methods can also be considered to perform a form of view planning, with the aim being to reduce the total number of scans [14] . Such approaches commonly maintain a partition of space dividing what has been seen and what has not, and the next view is planned so as to uncover as much of the unseen space as possible.
Reconstruction of surfaces from point sets, which is an important aspect of producing 3D models from scanning, has also been extensively researched. Methods include the use of Voronoi methods [2] and point set surfaces [1] . Such methods typically perform poorly when points are noisy or sparse. For rendering purposes alone, splatting can be used instead [13] . We use an octree to quickly store and combine multiple scans, and a simplified splatting-based method for real-time interactive display.
In this paper we build on prior scanning-related work by exploring whether the task of acquiring a complete scan or improving an existing scan is difficult from a novice-user perspective. As such, we conducted a user study, with participants that are not too familiar with 3D modeling or scanning tools and limited the complexity by using a somewhat simplified, simulated scanning environment. In particular, we focus on the task of scanning the complete surface of an object with decent sampling density, but ignore some sampling issues, such as reflections. We explore whether different visualization methods can aid users in the scanning process, and how an automated approach based on view planning methods performs compares to user-directed scanning.
METHODS

Reconstruction of models from simulated 3D scans
We simulate the process of scanning using existing 3D models of objects. Rays cast from the virtual scanner are intersected with the geometry to produce scan points ( Figure 1 ). Intersection points are stored as 3D points or scan points. At each scan point, a surface normal is computed, through an eigendecomposition of the covariance matrix built from other nearby scan points. A check against the ray direction is performed, and the normal is flipped if it points away from the scanner (such a point would not be visible to the scanner when scanning opaque objects, an assumption we make here). Fig. 1 : Simulation of a scanner using ray-casting. The cast ray (dashed line) is intersected with the object (blue solid). The point where it hits the object is added as a point into an octree (here shown as a quadtree in 2D), which has a pre-set maximum depth. The normal for a scan point is computed from neighbouring points.
2.1.1
Storage and combination of scan points Scan points are stored in an octree, which has a maximum pre-specified depth (here we use 7). Once the octree is initialized to enclose the object being scanned, it is sub-divided dynamically to the given depth during the scanning procedure, and new scan points are added to cells at this level. After each scan is complete, the points and normals in each cell are averaged, to create a single average point and normal. This scheme acts to reduce the number of scan points through local averaging in the neighbourhood of the cell. The depth of the octree thus dictates the overall sampling density desired: the deeper the octree, the higher the resulting sampling density. One advantage of using such a method is that it becomes very easy and efficient to combine points from different scans. Due to averaging, noise and spurious points can be easily suppressed.
However, such averaging does not preserve sharp features. To preserve sharp features, samples within each cell can be clustered and split into multiple representative points and normals, e.g. similar to [6] . However, this can be a time-intensive process when considering the hundreds of thousands of samples that can result from even modest-resolution scans. Hence we did not perform feature preservation for this user study, as system responsiveness and high speed of the scanning were considered more important. This speed advantage also allows us to test multiple conditions per participant. To minimize the effect of artifacts in the reconstruction due to averaging, we focus here only on relatively smooth objects with few sharp features. Since the average point and normal computed in each cell will be used to draw the surface using splats, we will henceforth refer to these points as splat points.
2.1.2
Rendering scanned objects To render the scanned object, the octree is traversed, and a disc is drawn for each cell containing one or more scan points, with its center at the average position, and aligned so that its central axis points in the direction of the normal. This rendering technique is commonly known as splatting [13] . To maintain a high rendering frame rate and thus interactivity, we do not correct for perspective or use alpha blending to correct for jaggedness near sharp features, which would require multiple passes. To minimize the effects of such inaccuracies in the rendering of scanned objects, we focus here mostly on the use of smooth objects with minimal sharp features. An example splatted surface is shown in Figure 4 .
2.1.3
Computation of unseen areas During the scanning process, the cast rays are intersected with the octree. Rays that hit the object terminate on the intersection point, while rays that do not terminate at infinity. All rays are also represented as frusta that intersect the edges of the pixel through which the ray was cast. These frusta are intersected with the octree, subdividing to the same level in which the scan points where added. Leaf nodes are all initialized as unseen. During scanning, leaf nodes that are found to intersect a ray frustum are changed to seen. After each scan, leaf nodes that are empty and belong to the same parent node are merged, so as to conserve memory and reduce further computation time. When intersecting a ray frustum with the octree, the intersection proceeds from the highest node towards the leaf nodes.
Only nodes that intersect a frustum are further explored for that frustum, and only if the node is not yet labeled as seen. When the entire object is visible in the entire view frustum, the entire view frustum is also intersected with the octree, and leaf nodes outside the view frustum are labeled as seen. This is so that corners of the octree outside the view frustum, which do not contain any part of the object, are not shown as unseed areas. An example of the unseen area after a single scan is shown in Figure 4 .
2.1.4
Scan score
Since we are using a simulated scanning environment, we can compute a scan score, which is proportional to how much of the virtual object has been scanned. For this a set of points is first randomly placed on the geometric surface of the object, and a relaxation procedure moves them to distribute them as evenly as possible. The relaxation (which is only done once in pre-computation) finds all other points near to a given point, and pushes those points away with a force proportional to their distance (a spring-like effect). The number of points distributed on the surface is chosen so that a given density of points will be reached on all parts of the surface once the relaxation process converges. The scan score is computed by finding all the points on the surface within a small distance of each splat point in the octree. The points on the surface that meet this criterion are flagged as scanned, and all other points are flagged as unscanned. The scan score is then simply the ratio of the two, i.e. Nscanned/Nunscanned. For real objects with non-zero surface Nunscanned will always be larger than zero, and thus the scan score will range from 0 for a completely unscanned object to 1 for a completely scanned object.
2.1.5
Computing densities of splat points Local densities of scan points are a good indicator of the quality of the scanned model [12] . We use splat points to estimate density rather than the actual scan points. This is for two main reasons: 1) there are fewer splat points and hence the computation is much faster, and 2) the desired density of the scan (directed by the depth of the octree) is reflected by considering splat points rather than the actual scan points. Hence the highest density at a splat points will reflect this desired density of the scan, and not the highest density of actual scan points acquired. The density at each splat point p  is estimated using a Gaussian kernel:
In the above equation, r  is a splat point within a distance D of p  , and σ is a scale factor. Here we take the scale factor to be 5 times the size of a leaf octree cell. The distance D is 4 times this value, so that the contribution to the density of points further away than this distance becomes insignificant. N is the number of points within distance D.
The density value can be visualized directly on the surface of the reconstructed model; an example is shown in Figure 4 . The highest and lowest densities are stored during the computation of all density values at each splat point. The colour of a splat is computed from its density value using a linear scale, such that the colour of the splat with the lowest density is red, and the colour of the splat with the highest density is blue. When drawing a view to compute next good views as described below, the colour is instead a grey value ranging from 0 for the lowest density to 1 for the highest density.
2.1.6
Searching for good next views After each scan, using the model aquired so far, an automated approach is used to find a next view, which would further complete or improve the scanned model. To find such views, the reconstructed model is rotated exhaustively through two degrees of freedom, and a view score is computed in each orientation. Unseen areas are rendered as a black box enclosing each unseen cell of the octree. Lighting is turned off, so that pixels in unseen areas have a colour of 0. Splats are coloured using a grey value ranging from 0 (lowest density) to 1 (highest density), also without lighting calculations. Thus when more unseen areas or areas with low density are visible from the viewpoint, the resulting view score is higher. The view score is computed as follows:
is the color of the pixel, and ranges from 0 to 1.
pixel N is the total number of pixels with colors that are not 1. The background is coloured white (pixel values of 1), so this normalizes the view score to the total non-background surface area visible in the view.
After the rotation part of the search, the top 20 view scores and corresponding views are further improved by Monte Carlo search. The position and rotation are randomly changed, and the move is accepted with a probability proportional to the increase in the view score.
Such automated approaches have been posed to try to find a next best view [10] [11] . However, without knowing the complete 3D model beforehand, attempting to find the best view does not seem feasible. Even when the geometry is known beforehand, a next best view could potentially be searched for, although even this goal is NP-complete through equivalence to art gallery problem [8] [16] . For this reason we here adopt the term next good view for views found by the automated search procedure. 
The scanning user interface
The user interface used for the simulated scanning system is shown in Figure 2 . Three views are shown: a scanner view, a side view, and view of the scanned data. Scanner view: in this view, the object is rendered using a solid, grey surface. This is a representation of what the scanner sees of the object.
Side view: in this view, the scanner is drawn using a simple representation (a box and a cylinder representing the lens), and the visible frustum is also drawn using straight lines. This view helps the user to visualize the object position relative to the scanner. Scanned data view: In this view, the current 3D model of the scanned object is drawn, using the splatting technique previously described.
The user interacts with the scanned data view using the mouse. Since a first scan of the object is always performed at the start, a surface is always visible in this view. The object can be rotated with the left mouse button, moved side to side with the right mouse button, or moved back and forward using the middle mouse button or scroll wheel. The visual feedback consists of a sphere and 3 coordinate axes for rotation, which follows the Arcball method [15] , and arrows for the other to operations (Figure 3 ).
Visualization methods for acquisition of complete models (Part A)
In the first part (part A) of the user study, we sought to evaluate how different visualization methods compare in helping the user obtain complete 3D models of an object. A first scan was automatically made with the object centered in the middle of the view frustum, in an initial orientation, which was the same for each participant. The user was then asked to change the view and perform further scans. To do a scan, they were asked to press the Scan this view button on the user interface (Figure 2 ). When they felt they completely scanned the object, they were asked to press the "I've completely scanned this object" button. They were instructed to try to do as few scans as possible in order to completely scan the object. We tested 4 different visualization methods in part A, as described below and illustrated in Figure 4 . Fig. 3 : The user can rotate and move the object in the scanned data view using the mouse. The left mouse button rotates the view (left). The right mouse button moves the object left,right, up and down (middle), and the middle mouse button or wheel moves it forward and back. When the object is rotated or moved in the scanned data view, the transform of the object is also propagated to the scanner view and the side view.
After they were done scanning all the objects, the participants were asked to give each visualization a rank reflecting how easy/difficult it was to scan the object using that visualization. They were also asked to give free-form comments about how the visualization methods compared to each other.
The grey surface display simply draws the surface of the scanned 3D model using grey splats. The splats are sized in proportion to the diagonal distance across a leaf cell in the octree, so that the surface appears solid in areas where adjacent cells contain scan points. Each splat was coloured using the same grey color, and a single-light source was used to light the scene. Rendering was done with openGL. The coloured surface display draws splats as in the grey surface display, however the splats are coloured to represent the local density of scan points around each splat. The colour varies from blue to red, with blue corresponding to the highest density found amongst the splats, and red corresponding to the lowest density. In the unseen areas display, the areas not yet seen by any scan is drawn using black cubes. The octree is traversed starting with the top node, and when a node that is unseen is reached, a black cube is drawn spanning the dimensions of that node. In the suggested view arrows display, next good views are computed as described above, and the top 5 views are drawn using green arrows pointing in the direction of the view. When the user moves the mouse pointer over the arrow, it is selected, and this is indicated by it turning red. The user can then click on it, in which case the view is moved to this position through gradual interpolation.
2.4
Visualization methods for improving scan quality (part B)
In the second part of the study (part B), we sought to evaluate how different visualization methods influence the improvement of an existing scan. An initial scan of the object is created automatically by taking surface points evenly distributed over the surface, adding them to the octree as scan points, and computing splat points as before. The depth of the octree was chosen to be one level lower than the level at which new scan points taken by the user were inserted (6) . Thus, as the user performed more scans, the quality of the surface could be seen to improve, mainly as a result of less averaging of scan points, and the fact that splats become smaller. When computing a completion score, only splat points at the deeper level (7) are used, so that splats from the higher level which are not at the desired scan density do not contribute to the completion score. Four different visual cues were used, as described below. In each trial, an initial scan improving the quality was performed automatically for an object in an initial orientation (again, same for each object across participants). The participants were asked to change the view and to perform further scans, as before, until the quality was improved everywhere on the object. Four different visualization methods were tested, as described below and illustrated in Figure 5 .
The grey surface again consisted of only splats drawn at splat points. In lower quality scans, the splats are larger, since they are sized proportional to the size of the larger cells at one level higher in the octree. As new scans are made, the splats are computed at one level deeper, and hence become smaller. The coloured surface was again drawn with a gradual change between blue for splats at lower density, to red for splats at higher density. Since the splats in the starting scan are at a higher level in the octree, they also have lower densities than splats one level deeper. In the surface with holes display, the splats at both levels involved are drawn at with a size proportional to the deepest level of the octree. Hence the splats at one level higher, since they are now smaller, tend to produce an incomplete surface, even when splats exist in adjacent cells. The splats in the deeper level form a more closed surface, since their size more closely matches the size of the cells at the deeper level. Suggested view arrows were again drawn, using views computed with the automated approach. In this computation, the views found tend to be focused on parts of the surface scanned at lower quality, since the density there is lower. Fig. 2 : Visualizations used for improving the quality of an initial scan. The object to be scanned in show on the left. The remaining four visualizations, from left to right, are: grey surface, coloured surface, surface with holes, and grey surface with suggested view arrows.
User study
For each part of the study, all four different visualizations are tested. To avoid learning effects, the order of the four visualization methods was presented based on a 4x4 Latin square [7] . We recruited 8 participants and each row of the Latin square was used twice. The participants were between 19 and 35 years of age, with half male and half female. None of the participants declared themselves to be colour-blind. Only one had experience with 3D graphics, 4 of them declared spending less than 1 hour a week playing games, and the rest declared 3-6 hours per week of game playing.
The objects to be scanned were obtained from the mesh segmentation benchmark [5] . The meshes are all watertight and the selected ones did not have significant sharp features. In a pilot study, we realized that due to differences between these objects, direct comparison of scan scores for different conditions and objects could be difficult. For example, the scan scores computed even at the first scan can be different for each object. While one could use only a single object, one can expect significant learning effects between conditions in this case. To address this issue, we used different objects for each visualization per participant, so that averaging across objects allows relative comparisons. Fig. 3 : The objects used in the user study. The first four from the left are the normal objects while the last on the right is the randomly occluding spherical object (ROSO).
To further alleviate issues due to potential differences in objects, we also created a more complex randomly occluding spherical object (ROSO), also shown in figure 6 . Due to the visual complexity of this object, we don't expect learning to have a large effect between visualizations. The ROSO is designed to be spherical, such that a similar surface area is visible from any viewpoint. It was randomly generated by extruding tubes from a sphere, with either end of a tube at a certain radius away from the sphere, or looped back to contact the sphere in a different location. We used the same ROSO with each visualization in both part A and part B.
Half the participants were asked to do part A first, and half did part B first, also to counter learning effects. In each part, the four normal objects were scanned first, using the same visualization throughout the scanning of each object. The order of the displays was selected based on a 4x4 Latin square. The order of the objects was chosen so that across the 8 subjects, each visualization was used with each object (thus allowing averaging of scan scores for each visualization across all 4 objects). Once the 4 normal objects were scanned, the participant scanned the ROSO 4 times. Each time, a different visualization was used, again with the order picked from the 4x4 latin square.
Automated scanning
We also performed automated scanning of all the objects as a comparison point for the user guided scanning process. This method initially scans the object with the same view used in the study for each object, computes the next good views and uses the view with the highest view score for the next scan. This process is terminated when the scan score becomes better than 0.99. The automated process was run on each of the normal objects as well as for the ROSO object, terminating in each case. This process and the user study were run on a laptop with 15' screen, and a 2.8 GHz Intel core 2 duo processor. The average time per scan is around 7s. The automated procedure usually terminates within 6-10 scans, thus taking roughly 1min in total.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Scan scores after each scan, and participant rankings
The average completion scores after each scan are plotted in Figure 7 . In both parts, all 8 participants performed at least 5 scans before pressing the I've completely scanned this object button when scanning normal objects, and all 8 participants performed at least 7 scans when scanning ROSOs. They all achieved a scan score of at least .98.
For normal objects, the standard deviations were quite high, as expected, due to the substantial differences between the objects used. Still, it can be seen that amongst the participant scores, the colored surfaces are on average slightly higher than for other displays. This resonates well with user comments: several participants commented that the colored display was the easiest to use. It is also consistent with the ratings of each display (Figure 8(a) ), in which the colored surface was ranked slightly above on average than the other displays. The scan scores for the ROSOs have significantly smaller standard deviations. However, just as with scores for normal objects, there is no significant difference in scan scores for different visualizations. This seems to indicate that all visualizations are adequately effective, and it is not hard for participants to decide on a good next scan view using any of them. The standard deviations were higher for scores in part B compared to scores in part A. This may be because it can be a bit harder to determine a good next scan to improve the surface quality. However, again, the differences were not statistically significant, hence all visualization methods were adequately effective in this task as well.
In participant rankings of each display, the grey surface display was ranked the lowest on average. Several comments were that the unseen area was also very useful and intuitive. Several comments were that suggested view arrows were also useful, though their ranking was not the highest. Several comments were made that they could be confusing at times, and increasingly so as more scans were done, when there tended to be more arrows shown. Logs shown that every participant used an arrow at least once (i.e. clicked on it); several participants used them on every scan. Overall they were ranked higher on average than the grey surface alone, showing that they can be a useful feature to have.
The scan scores obtained by automated scanning was as high if not higher than scan scores obtained by users, indicating that automated scanning can perform as well as humans. 
Average user times per scan
The average times per scan are plotted for each display in Figure 8 (b). The plot shows that the average times per scan are on average the smallest for the colored surface displays. This is consistent with the rankings of the participants, in which this display had higher rankings, since less time was used in order to find a good scan view. The surface with holes display seems to lead to higher average times per scan in part B, and hence may be somewhat confusing to participants. In both parts, the suggested view arrows seem to lead to higher scan times on average. An explanation for this effect is that participants spent extra time on exploring what the arrows are pointing to before deciding where to scan.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We have presented a user interface for 3D scanning of objects. By simulating the scanning process, we were able to evaluate how users perform in the task, with the goal being to either completely scan an object, or to improve the quality of an existing scan. Four different visualization methods were tested in both scenarios. The performance was not significantly different for the methods, signifying that they were all approximately equally effective. However users overall preferred the displays where the completion (or density) of an existing model is indicated by colouring.
We showed that an automated scanning approach is potentially as good in obtaining a complete scan or improving a scan as human users. On the other hand, we also saw that even users not overly familiar with 3D graphics can quickly learn to use a simple 3D interface to obtain or improve complete 3D models. This means that the task of 3D scanning is not that difficult from the user-perspective when a simple and intuitive user interface such as the one presented here is used. These results should be useful in further development of effective systems and user interfaces for 3D scanning using a real scanner and robotic platform for moving the object or the scanner. We will also investigate in the future how we can assist users in the case of unreliable data due to reflections or other scan artifacts. Furthermore, we will look at how we can directly visualize the effect of scan coverage and quality on later processing steps (such as simulations) during the acquisition process.
